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Chamber: Senate
SB4

Morris, Jay
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
Constitutional amendment to eliminate judge's discretion to grant bail for certain offenses after
conviction but prior to sentencing. (2/3 - CA13s1(A))
- Called from the Calendar.
- Read by title and returned to the Calendar, subject to call.
- Rules suspended. Called from the Calendar.
- Senate floor amendments read and adopted. Read by title and passed by a vote of 27 yeas and
11 nays; ordered reengrossed and sent to the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

SB21

Mills, Robert
INSURANCE POLICIES
Provides relative to requirements for approved unauthorized insurers. (1/1/23)
- Enrolled. Signed by the President of the Senate.

SB36

Henry, Cameron
CRIME/PUNISHMENT
Provides relative to penalties for the crime of simple assault. (8/1/22)
- Received from the House without amendments.

SB40

McMath
CHILDREN
Provides relative to protections for foster children. (gov sig)
- Received from the House without amendments.

SB57

McMath
BUS DRIVERS
Provides relative to the compensation of school bus operators. (gov sig)
- Called from the Calendar.
- Read by title, passed by a vote of 38 yeas and 0 nays, and sent to the House. Motion to
reconsider tabled.

SB102

Foil
CHILDREN'S CODE
Provides for cotutorship of child in that either parent acting alone can act on behalf of the child. (gov
sig)
- Enrolled. Signed by the President of the Senate.

SB117

Luneau
INSURANCE POLICIES
Requires insurers provide coverage for the temporary use of a motor vehicle not owned by the
insured. (8/1/22)
- Received from the House with amendments.

SB123

Abraham
PUBLIC LANDS
Authorizes the use of certain state property in Cameron Parish for seafood farming. (gov sig)
- Enrolled. Signed by the President of the Senate.

SB129

Morris, Jay
TAX/LOCAL
Exempts certain infused or injected prescription drugs from local sales tax. (7/1/22)
- Enrolled. Signed by the President of the Senate.

SB158

Luneau
HEALTH CARE
Provides for authority, responsibilities, and physician collaboration of a physician's assistant. (8/1/22)
- Called from the Calendar.
- Read by title and returned to the Calendar, subject to call.

SB163

Talbot
INSURANCE CLAIMS
Provides for catastrophe claims process disclosure. (1/1/23)
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Provides for catastrophe claims process disclosure. (1/1/23)
- Received from the House with amendments.
SB165

Talbot
INSURANCE CLAIMS
Provides for internal claims and appeals process and external review procedures for health insurance
issuers. (1/1/23)
- Received from the House with amendments.

SB211

Stine
FEES/LICENSES/PERMITS
Provides for changes to the "Choose Life" special prestige license plate. (8/1/22)
- Enrolled. Signed by the President of the Senate.

SB223

Lambert
MOTOR VEHICLES
Creates specialty license plates. (8/1/22)
- Enrolled. Signed by the President of the Senate.

SB242

Allain
TAX/LOCAL
Provides relative to interest and penalties applicable to local sales and use tax. (8/1/22)
- Enrolled. Signed by the President of the Senate.

SB276

Talbot
HEALTH/ACC INSURANCE
Provides the original intent of the Louisiana Legislature authorized contracts between health insurers
and healthcare providers allowed for benefits to be available to its affiliates. (gov sig)
- Called from the Calendar.
- Senate floor amendments read and adopted. Read by title; failed to pass by a vote of 18 yeas
and 19 nays. Motion to reconsider tabled.

SB293

Allain
TAX/SALES
Creates a state sales tax rebate for the purchase of certain agricultural fencing materials by
commercial farmers. (gov sig)
- Enrolled. Signed by the President of the Senate.

SB330

Stine
INSURANCE CLAIMS
Establishes a registered adjuster database. (1/1/23)
- Called from the Calendar.
- Read by title. Recommitted to the Committee on Finance.

SB363

Foil
SEIZURES/SALES
Provides for release of superior mortgage payoff amount for sheriff sales. (8/1/22)
- Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in by a vote of 37 yeas and 1 nays.

SB371

Harris, Jimmy
TAX/INCOME/PERSONAL
Establishes an individual income tax refund checkoff donation for the University of New Orleans
Foundation. (8/1/22)
- Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in by a vote of 36 yeas and 0 nays.

SB381

Ward
LOANS
Creates the "Louisiana Credit Access Loan Act". (gov sig)
- Enrolled. Signed by the President of the Senate.

SB418

Cathey
JUVENILE JUSTICE
Provides relative to the age of juveniles. (8/1/22)
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- Called from the Calendar.
- Senate floor amendments read and adopted. Read by title and passed by a vote of 29 yeas and 8
nays; ordered reengrossed and sent to the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.
SB431

Mills, Robert
HORSE RACING
Provides relative to offtrack wagering facility locations. (gov sig)
- Enrolled. Signed by the President of the Senate.

SB445

Abraham
TRANSPORTATION/DEV DEPT
Provides relative to approval of Department of Transportation and Development P3 projects. (gov sig)
- Called from the Calendar.
- Senate floor amendments read and adopted. Read by title and passed by a vote of 36 yeas and 0
nays; ordered reengrossed and sent to the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

SB498

Stine
TRANSPORTATION/DEV DEPT
Provides relative to DOTD and types of buildings processes. (8/1/22)
- Read by title and returned to the Calendar, subject to call.

SCR4

Cathey
FEES/LICENSES/PERMITS
Repeals administrative licensing requirements relative to residential specialty classifications.
- Received from the House without amendments.

SCR13

Lambert
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
Request the Department of Environmental Quality to study strategies for recycling plastic containers.
- Enrolled. Signed by the President of the Senate.

SCR18

Connick
CIVIL PROCEDURE
Requests the Louisiana State Law Institute to study and make recommendations regarding reply
memoranda in response to a motion for summary judgment.
- Received from the House with amendments.

SCR20

Luneau
HEALTH SERVICES
Requests the continued operation of the Alexandria Veterans Affairs Medical Center.
- Received from the House without amendments.

SCR51

Peacock
COMMENDATIONS
Commends Joan W. Burmaster on the occasion of her retirement from 45 years of service in
healthcare and law.
- Received from the House without amendments.

SCR52

Peacock
COMMENDATIONS
Commends Bob Davis Electric Company Inc. on the occasion of its 100th anniversary.
- Read by title and adopted by a vote of 34 yeas and 0 nays. Ordered sent to the House.

SCR53

Peacock
COMMENDATIONS
Commends the Shreveport Little Theatre on the occasion of its 100th consecutive season.
- Read by title and adopted by a vote of 35 yeas and 0 nays. Ordered sent to the House.

SCR54

Fesi
INDIAN AFFAIRS
Reaffirms recognition of the Bayou Lafourche Band of Biloxi-Chitimacha Confederation of Muskogees,
the Grand Caillou/Dulac Band of Biloxi-Chitimacha-Choctaw, the Jean Charles Choctaw Nation, and
the Pointe-au-Chien Indian Tribe.
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- Read second time by title and referred to the Committee on Judiciary B.
SCR55

Fesi
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Memorializes the Congress and requests certain federal and state entities to refrain from enacting or
adopting laws, rules, regulations, or guidance that restricts the ability of financial institutions from
offering products or services to the fossil fuel industry
- Read second time by title and referred to the Committee on Commerce, Consumer Protection and
International Affairs.

SCR56

Peacock
COMMENDATIONS
Commends Eden Elizabeth Trainor on being a finalist in the 2022 Louisiana Students of the Year
Awards Program.
- Introduced in the Senate. Read by title and placed on the Calendar for a second reading.

SCR57

Fields
CONDOLENCES
Expresses condolences upon the passing of Mr. Clovis Hayes.
- Rules suspended. Introduced in the Senate. Read by title and placed on the Calendar for a
second reading.

SR124

Fields
COMMENDATIONS
Commends Maniquwa Montashay Holmes on graduating from McKinley Senior High School of Baton
Rouge.
- Read by title and adopted.

SR125

Fields
COMMENDATIONS
Commends Eric Brown on graduating from Madison Preparatory Academy of Baton Rouge.
- Read by title and adopted.

SR126

Fields
COMMENDATIONS
Commends Trinity A'mya Hebert on graduating from Madison Preparatory Academy of Baton Rouge.
- Read by title and adopted.

SR127

Fields
COMMENDATIONS
Commends Jerry Dennis Walker Jr. on graduating from Zachary High School.
- Read by title and adopted.

SR128

Fields
COMMENDATIONS
Commends Christian Chew on graduating from Liberty High School of Baton Rouge.
- Read by title and adopted.

SR129

Hewitt
NURSES
Requests the Nursing Supply and Demand Council to study and make recommendations to improve
statewide nurse retention in response to the nursing workforce shortage.
- Read second time by title and referred to the Committee on Health and Welfare.

SR130

Hewitt
SPECIAL DAY/WEEK/MONTH
Recognizes Wednesday, May 18, 2022, as Film Day at the state capitol.
- Read by title and adopted.

SR131

Cathey
WOMEN
Establishes the Study Commission on Maternal Health and Wellbeing to make recommendations on
connecting pregnant women and new mothers, particularly in rural and underserved areas, with
resources for the health and wellbeing of the mother and child.
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- Introduced in the Senate. Read by title and placed on the Calendar for a second reading.
SR132

Luneau
SPECIAL DAY/WEEK/MONTH
Designates May 17, 2022, as Rural Mental Health Day at the state capitol.
- Introduced in the Senate; read by title. Rules suspended. Read second time by title and adopted.

SR133

Carter, Gary
CRIMINAL RECORDS
Creates study commission to study expungement costs.
- Rules suspended. Introduced in the Senate. Read by title and placed on the Calendar for a
second reading.

HB18

Bacala
RETIREMENT/MUNICIPAL POL
Provides relative to the reemployment of retired members of the Municipal Police Employees'
Retirement System
- Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.

HB20

Illg
RETIREMENT/DISTRICT ATTY
Provides relative to the District Attorneys' Retirement System board of trustees and the reemployment
of system retirees
- Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.

HB30

Frieman
RETIREMENT/TEACHERS
Provides relative to the reemployment of retired teachers in the Teachers' Retirement System of
Louisiana
- Received in the Senate. Read first time by title and placed on the Calendar for a second reading.

HB35

Farnum
VOTING/REGISTRATION
Provides for a supplemental annual canvass of registered voters
- Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments. Read by title and passed to third reading and
final passage.

HB64

Landry
CHILDREN
Provides relative to the definition of a child
- Reported favorably.

HB78

Zeringue
FISCAL CONTROLS
Provides relative to the state's annual comprehensive financial report
- Read second time by title and referred to the Committee on Finance.

HB99

McMahen
CRIME
Adds the crime of resisting a police officer with force or violence to the list of crimes of violence
- Reported favorably.

HB100

Deshotel
FUNDS/FUNDING
Provides relative to the Avoyelles Parish Local Government Gaming Mitigation Fund
- Read second time by title and referred to the Committee on Finance.

HB110

Marcelle
COURTS
Provides relative to the assignment of domestic violence matters in the Nineteenth Judicial District
- Reported favorably.

HB124

Muscarello
CIVIL/PROCEDURE
Provides relative to certain judicial proceedings conducted by audio-visual means
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- Reported favorably.
HB137

Marino
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
Provides relative to immunity from prosecution for medical marijuana
- Reported favorably.

HB142

Schlegel
LIABILITY/CIVIL
Provides for liability for publishers and distributors of material harmful to minors
- Reported with amendments.

HB143

Butler
STATE AGENCIES
Provides for development and implementation by state agencies of policies, training, and reporting
relative to compliance with requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act
- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 38 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB157

Bourriaque
COASTAL COMMISSION
Provides relative to tax sale title
- Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.

HB160

Landry
LESSOR/LESSEE
Provides relative to abandonment of a rental premises following the declaration of a federally declared
disaster
- Reported favorably.

HB183

Hughes
HIGHER EDUCATION
Provides relative to withholding of student transcripts for financial reasons
- Received in the Senate. Rules suspended. Read first time by title and placed on the Calendar for
a second reading.

HB189

Bagley
HEALTH SERVICES
Provides for settings in which medication attendant services may be provided
- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 36 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB193

Freeman
DISTRICTS/HISTORIC
Provides relative to historic preservation districts and landmarks commissions in the city of New
Orleans
- Read second time by title and referred to the Committee on Local and Municipal Affairs.

HB197

Turner
ATHLETICS
Provides relative to the comprehensive sports injury management program for student athletics
- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 37 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB203

Magee
VITAL RECORDS/DEATH CERT
Provides relative to the timeline for the issuance of death certificates
- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 37 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB260

Magee
WEAPONS/FIREARMS
Provides relative to a firearm hold agreement
- Reported favorably.
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HB275

Bagley
SUNSET LAW
Re-creates the Department of Children and Family Services
- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 36 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB282

Marino
PROBATION
Provides relative to the probation of defendants in drug division probation programs or specialty court
programs
- Reported favorably.

HB286

Turner
MEDICAID MANAGED CARE
Provides relative to healthcare provider credentialing in the Medicaid managed care program
- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 37 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB287

Willard
TAX/OCCUPATIONAL
Requires the annual occupational license tax levied on certain computer programming businesses to
be set at a flat rate
- Committee amendments read and adopted. Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.

HB304

Frieman
INSURANCE/HEALTH
Provides relative to health coverage plan benefits for physical therapy services delivered via telehealth
- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 37 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB305

Gadberry
ENGINEERS
Provides relative to the Louisiana Professional Engineering and Land Surveying Board
- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 37 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB307

Illg
INSURERS
Provides relative to coverage for a living organ donor
- Rules suspended. The amended bill was read by title, passed by a vote of 37 yeas and 0 nays,
and ordered returned to the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB312

Miller, D.
HEALTH CARE/PROVIDERS
Enacts reforms to address workplace violence in healthcare settings
- Rules suspended. The amended bill was read by title, passed by a vote of 37 yeas and 0 nays,
and ordered returned to the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB313

Pressly
CRIMINAL/VICTIMS
Provides relative to rights of victims of criminal offenses
- Reported favorably.

HB314

Turner
LEGISLATION
Makes technical corrections to various provisions of law within and relating to the subject matter of the
legislative committees on health and welfare
- Rules suspended. Senate floor amendments read and adopted. Read by title, passed by a vote
of 37 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB323

Nelson
CORRECTIONS/PRISONERS
Creates the Back on Track Louisiana Pilot Program
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- Reported with amendments.
HB326

Stefanski
RACING/HORSE
Provides relative to historical horse racing fees
- Reported with amendments.

HB329

Zeringue
TAX APPEALS/BOARD
Provides for the payment of certain judgments issued by the Board of Tax Appeals for approved
claims
- Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.

HB334

Duplessis
HEALTH/BEHAVIORAL
Provides relative to employment with behavioral health services providers of peer support specialists
- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 36 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB339

Coussan
INSURANCE/HEALTH
Provides relative to coordination of benefits requirements
- Rules suspended. The amended bill was read by title, passed by a vote of 37 yeas and 0 nays,
and ordered returned to the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB347

Turner
HOSPITALS
Provides relative to factors which qualify hospitals for major teaching hospital status
- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 37 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB355

Owen, Charles
MUNICIPAL/ORDINANCES
Prohibits municipalities from enacting certain regulations relative to fuel retailers and transportation
infrastructure
- Read second time by title and referred to the Committee on Local and Municipal Affairs.

HB360

Hilferty
CHILDRENS CODE
Provides for the continuous revision of the Children's Code
- Reported favorably.

HB365

Seabaugh
WEAPONS/FIREARMS
Designates the crime of possession of a firearm by a felon as a crime of violence
- Reported with amendments.

HB369

Harris, Lance
EDUCATION
Requires public school governing authorities and public schools to post on their websites laws
pertaining to parental access to instructional materials and the Parents' Bill of Rights
- Read second time by title and referred to the Committee on Education.

HB370

Magee
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
Provides relative to the self-distribution of certain alcoholic beverages by certain brewers
- Received in the Senate. Read first time by title and placed on the Calendar for a second reading.

HB374

Beaullieu
ENVIRONMENT/WASTE TIRES
Increases the fine for gross littering of tires and failure to obtain a generator identification number
- Reported with amendments.

HB377

Huval
CRIMINAL/RECORDS
Provides relative to fingerprinting all persons arrested for any offense involving operating a motor
vehicle while intoxicated
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Provides relative to fingerprinting all persons arrested for any offense involving operating a motor
vehicle while intoxicated
- Reported with amendments.
HB395

Willard
TAX/AD VALOREM TAX
(Constitutional Amendment) Removes the requirement that certain property owners annually certify
income to receive the special assessment level for ad valorem property taxes
- Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.

HB402

Hughes
PRESCRIPTION
Provides relative to the prescriptive period for certain actions for abuse of a minor
- Reported favorably.

HB426

McKnight
RACING/HORSE
Provides relative to horse racing
- Reported favorably.

HB432

Phelps
JUVENILES
Provides relative to progress reports of juveniles
- Reported favorably.

HB434

Phelps
JUVENILES
Provides relative to juvenile deferred dispositional agreements
- Reported with amendments.

HB447

Hughes
CRIME
Provides relative to certain violent crimes committed by juveniles
- Reported favorably.

HB460

Brass
CHILDREN
Expands the purposes for which a parish governing authority may levy a tax relative to early childhood
programs
- Reported favorably.

HB463

Seabaugh
WEAPONS
Provides relative to the illegal carrying of weapons
- Reported favorably.

HB477

Coussan
DISTRICT ATTORNEYS
Provides for new assistant district attorney positions for various judicial districts in the state
- Reported with amendments.

HB478

Fontenot
CRIMINAL/RECORDS
Provides relative to the inspection of records for criminal bail bonds
- Reported favorably.

HB492

Fontenot
CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE
Provides relative to the issuance of a summons by a peace officer
- Reported favorably.

HB497

Turner
HEALTH
Exempts certain facilities that provide home dialysis drugs or devices from the provisions of the La.
Pharmacy Practice Act
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- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 34 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.
HB507

Marino
VITAL RECORDS/BIRTH CERT
Provides relative to surnames recorded on original birth certificates
- Reported favorably.

HB508

Miller, G.
CRIME/SEX OFFENSES
Provides relative to notification when an inmate convicted of a violent or sexual offense is scheduled
to be released
- Reported with amendments.

HB515

Johnson, Mike
SUCCESSIONS
Provides relative to succession involving limited liability company
- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 34 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB521

Huval
INSURERS
Provides for catastrophe response plans
- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 35 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB523

LaCombe
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
Provides relative to private events at brewing facilities
- Reported with amendments.

HB524

Lyons
EXCEPTIONAL PERSONS
Establishes a program for needs assessment and coordination of services for people with disabilities
affected by disasters
- Received in the Senate. Read first time by title and placed on the Calendar for a second reading.

HB526

Edmonds
SCHOOLS/FINANCE
Requires school boards to post certain fiscal information on their websites
- Received in the Senate. Read first time by title and placed on the Calendar for a second reading.

HB528

Davis
SUNSET LAW
Re-creates entities transferred to or placed within the office of the governor
- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 35 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB544

Villio
CRIMINAL/SENTENCING
Provides relative to diminution of sentence and parole eligibility for fourth or subsequent nonviolent
felony offenses
- Reported favorably.

HB551

Illg
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
Provides relative to delivery of alcohol
- Reported with amendments.

HB554

Mincey
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
Provides relative to microbrewery operations
- Received in the Senate. Read first time by title and placed on the Calendar for a second reading.
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HB568

Edmonds
CRIME
Provides relative to adoption deception
- Reported favorably.

HB571

Gadberry
BUILDING CODES
Provides relative to the State Uniform Construction Code
- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 35 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB599

Beaullieu
TAX/AD VALOREM-EXEMPTION
(Constitutional Amendment) To provide for a property tax exemption for certain veterans with
disabilities
- Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.

HB601

Hughes
LIABILITY
Provides relative to immunity for certain actions involving drug-related overdoses
- Reported favorably.

HB627

Bryant
CRIME
Provides relative to the penalties for the crime of unauthorized use of a motor vehicle
- Reported favorably.

HB628

Bryant
PAROLE
Provides relative to parole eligibility
- Reported favorably.

HB642

Firment
ETHICS/CODE
Exempts certain transactions regarding the donation, sale, or lease of the former defender's office
utilized to render public defender services under certain conditions
- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 35 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB648

Hilferty
CRIMINAL/VICTIMS
Provides relative to the Crime Victims Reparations Act
- Reported favorably.

HB655

Coussan
ENERGY/ALTERNATE
Provides relative to the management of solar resources
- Reported with amendments.

HB662

Zeringue
JUDGES/DISTRICT
Provides relative to the Judicial Council
- Reported favorably.

HB664

Frieman
INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Provides for hearings arising out of matters involving the Louisiana Insurance Code
- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 34 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB677

Jordan
INSURANCE/HEALTH
Provides relative to cost sharing for insulin prescriptions
- Received in the Senate. Rules suspended. Read first time by title and placed on the Calendar for
a second reading.
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a second reading.
HB708

McFarland
ENERGY
Defines biomass as it relates to the Louisiana Renewable Energy Development Act
- Rules suspended. The amended bill was read by title, passed by a vote of 35 yeas and 0 nays,
and ordered returned to the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB719

Seabaugh
COURTS
Provides for the salary of certain marshals
- Reported favorably.

HB742

Bishop, S.
GAMBLING/VIDEO POKER
Provides relative to fuel sales requirements and amenity requirements for qualified truck stop facilities
- Reported favorably.

HB757

Schexnayder
FIRE PROTECT/FIRE MARSHAL
Provides relative to firefighter training
- Reported favorably.

HB770

St. Blanc
GOVERNOR
Creates and provides for the Louisiana Governor's Mansion Commission
- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 35 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB784

Duplessis
HEALTH
Provides relative to universal perinatal mood disorder screening for primary care doctors
- Rules suspended. The amended bill was read by title, passed by a vote of 35 yeas and 0 nays,
and ordered returned to the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB817

Johnson, Mike
LAW ENFORCE/CRIM JUS COM
Provides relative to the composition of the La. Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of
Criminal Justice
- Reported favorably.

HB820

Villio
CRIMINAL/FORFEITURE
Provides relative to civil forfeiture
- Reported favorably.

HB826

Bagley
HEALTH/BEHAVIORAL
Includes addiction counselors and other behavioral health providers within the definition of "healthcare
provider" in the La. Telehealth Access Act
- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 34 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB834

Illg
PROPERTY/ABANDONED
Provides relative to a sports wagering account and presumptions of abandonment
- Reported favorably.

HB848

Bryant
CHILDREN
Provides relative to the disposition of reports from the Department of Children and Family Services
- Reported favorably.

HB870

LaCombe
INSURANCE/AUTOMOBILE
Provides for coverage for a temporary substitute motor vehicle
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Provides for coverage for a temporary substitute motor vehicle
- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 35 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.
HB890

Carter, Robby
PROPERTY
Provides for the transfer of certain state property in Tangipahoa Parish
- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 37 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB896

McFarland
CIVIL/DAMAGES
Provides for limitations on recoverable past medical expenses
- Reported favorably.

HB902

Villio
STATE SYMBOL
Provides for an official state steam locomotive
- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 35 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB903

Miller, G.
NOTARIES
Provides for the parish of execution of remote online notarial acts
- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 37 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB923

McKnight
LIABILITY/CIVIL
Provides relative to liability associated with Mardi Gras parades
- Reported favorably.

HB953

Seabaugh
RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS
Provides relative to the free exercise of religion
- Reported favorably.

HB966

Carrier
CORONERS
Authorizes a renewable tax for the operation of the coroner's office for certain parishes
- Read second time by title and referred to the Committee on Judiciary B.

HB983

Bishop, S.
STUDENT/TUITION
Authorizes the transfer of funds from a START account to a START K12 account
- Received in the Senate. Rules suspended. Read first time by title and placed on the Calendar for
a second reading.

HB1005

Larvadain
INSURERS
Provides for surety insurance
- Rules suspended. Read by title, passed by a vote of 36 yeas and 0 nays, and ordered returned to
the House. Motion to reconsider tabled.

HB1007

Phelps
TAX/PROPERTY
Provides relative to tax sale property
- Committee amendments read and adopted. Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.

HB1021

McFarland
RETIREMENT/TEACHERS
Provides for the reemployment of retirees of the Teachers' Retirement System of Louisiana in a critical
shortage position
- Committee amendments read and adopted. Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.
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HB1031

Freiberg
MOTOR VEHICLES
Imposes a road usage fee on certain electric and hybrid vehicles
- Received in the Senate. Read first time by title and placed on the Calendar for a second reading.

HB1035

Coussan
ENVIRONMENT/QUALITY
Provides relative to the Underground Storage Tank Program
- Reported favorably.

HB1042

Hilferty
PARKS
Requires certain agencies within the Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism to evaluate
certain drainage projects
- Read second time by title and referred to the Committee on Natural Resources.

HB1070

Schexnayder
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
Provides relative to the Governor's Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
- Received in the Senate. Read first time by title and placed on the Calendar for a second reading.

HB1071

Bagley
CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE
Provides relative to the funding of the criminalistics laboratory commissions
- Reported favorably.

HB1075

St. Blanc
FIRE PROTECT/FIRE MARSHAL
Provides relative to inspections of family child care providers and in-home providers
- Received in the Senate. Read first time by title and placed on the Calendar for a second reading.

HCR1

Ivey
VACCINES/VACCINATION
Suspends provisions of law authorizing the exclusion of unimmunized persons from in-person
attendance at schools and day care centers under certain circumstances
- Read second time by title and referred to the Committee on Education.

HCR5

Zeringue
UNEMPLOYMENT COMP
Suspends certain provisions of law relative to unemployment compensation taxes and benefits
- Read by title and returned to the Calendar, subject to call.

HCR18

McFarland
WILDLIFE & FISHERIES
Creates the Feral Hog Management Advisory Task Force in the Department of Wildlife and Fisheries
- Signed by the President of the Senate.
- Signed by the President of the Senate.

HCR19

Hodges
HIGHWAYS
Urges and requests the Department of Transportation and Development to study the practicality and
feasibility of designing and utilizing a traffic roundabout at a four-way stop intersection in Livingston
Parish
- Signed by the President of the Senate.
- Signed by the President of the Senate.

HCR23

Harris, Lance
SCHOOLS/FINANCE-MFP
Provides for legislative approval of the MFP formula for FY 2022-2023
- Read second time by title and referred to the Committee on Education.

HCR38

Davis
EXCEPTIONAL PERSONS
Forms a working group to study the unique needs of individuals with intellectual and developmental
disabilities and co-occurring behavioral health conditions
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disabilities and co-occurring behavioral health conditions
- Signed by the President of the Senate.
- Signed by the President of the Senate.
HCR39

Butler
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
Requests a study and recommendations concerning barriers to hiring of direct support professionals
who provide Medicaid-covered services to people with disabilities
- Signed by the President of the Senate.
- Signed by the President of the Senate.

HCR40

Turner
MEDICAID
Requests the La. Department of Health to study and report on the costs of providing nursing services
in certain Medicaid-funded programs and facilities for persons with intellectual and developmental
disabilities
- Signed by the President of the Senate.
- Signed by the President of the Senate.

HCR41

Miller, G.
LEGISLATIVE AGCY/LAW INST
Directs the La. State Law Institute to direct printers to add a validity note following Article IX, Section 9
of the La. Constitution
- Read by title and concurred in by a vote of 37 yeas and 0 nays. Ordered returned to the House.

HCR44

Miller, D.
HEALTH
Creates and provides for the Health Disparities in Rural Areas Task Force
- Signed by the President of the Senate.
- Signed by the President of the Senate.

HCR48

Ivey
LEGISLATIVE POWERS
Provides for House and Senate standing committees to meet and function as joint committees to
study the provisions of the state constitution and to make recommendations for revisions
- Read second time by title and referred to the Committee on Senate and Governmental Affairs.

HCR66

Villio
STATE SYMBOL
Provides for an official state steam locomotive
- Signed by the President of the Senate.
- Signed by the President of the Senate.

HCR71

White, M
CIVIL/PROCEDURE
Requests the La. State Law Institute to study certain proposed changes relative to the use of
interpreters in court proceedings
- Reported favorably.

HCR78

Kerner
SEAFOOD
Memorializes Congress to support the Illegal Fishing and Forced Labor Prevention Act and to compel
the United States Food and Drug Administration to fulfill its duties regarding inspection and testing of
imported seafood
- Read second time by title and referred to the Committee on Natural Resources.

HCR80

Crews
PUBLIC HEALTH/OFFICE
Directs the office of public health to conduct a comprehensive assessment of this state's response to
the COVID-19 pandemic
- Received in the Senate. Read first time by title and placed on the Calendar for a second reading.
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HCR83

Garofalo
INSURANCE/HEALTH
Creates the Louisiana All-Payer Claims Database Task Force
- Received in the Senate. Read first time by title and placed on the Calendar for a second reading.

HCR84

Kerner
INSURANCE/FLOOD
Memorializes Congress to review and reform the National Flood Insurance Program's pricing
methodology known as Risk Rating 2.0
- Read second time by title and referred to the Committee on Insurance.

HCR87

Magee
COURTS/COURT COSTS
Requests the courts to develop and implement a unified court cost system
- Read second time by title and referred to the Committee on Judiciary A.

HCR89

Miller, D.
INSURANCE/HEALTH
Requests a study of the costs and benefits of mandating coverage for therapies and treatments for
PANS, PANDAS, and both conditions as types of AE by private insurance plans in the state of La.
- Read second time by title and referred to the Committee on Insurance.

HCR93

Emerson
HEALTH/WOMEN'S
Commends and honors the pregnancy care centers of Louisiana
- Read second time by title and referred to the Committee on Health and Welfare.

HCR98

Zeringue
WATER/RESOURCES
Urges and requests continued support for the efforts in the Mississippi River Basin to achieve the
goals of the Gulf Hypoxia Action Plan
- Read second time by title and referred to the Committee on Natural Resources.

HCR99

Bagley
MEDICAID
Requests the La. Department of Health to fully utilize the NASPO ValuePoint process to procure
Medicaid management information system components and services
- Read second time by title and referred to the Committee on Health and Welfare.

HCR100

McFarland
AGRICULTURE
Urges and requests the U.S. Department of Agriculture Natural Resources Conservation Service to
establish a cost share program to assist landowners and producers with the purchase and application
of lime for enhancement of crop and grass production
- Read second time by title and referred to the Committee on Agriculture, Forestry, Aquaculture, and
Rural Development.

HCR102

Owen, Robert
WATERWAYS/WATERBOTTOMS
Urges and requests that rules be codified defining the public's right to access the running waters of
this state in accordance with the Louisiana's historical civil law tradition
- Read second time by title and referred to the Committee on Natural Resources.

HCR116

Orgeron
COMMENDATIONS
Commends Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries Sergeant Stephen Rhodes for his heroism
- Read by title and concurred in by a vote of 37 yeas and 0 nays. Ordered returned to the House.

HCR117

Brass
COMMENDATIONS
Commends Edwin "DaLou" Octave, Jr., on the occasion of his one hundredth birthday
- Read by title and concurred in by a vote of 37 yeas and 0 nays. Ordered returned to the House.
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HCR118

Selders
COMMENDATIONS
Commends the Louisiana Art & Science Museum on the occasion of its sixtieth anniversary
- Read by title and concurred in by a vote of 36 yeas and 0 nays. Ordered returned to the House.

